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- Version 1.0.0.0-Mai 11th 2011 The idea of the WaveShaper module is to get a precise and clean low level oscillator signal.
If you need a precise, and clean low level oscillator with a very wide frequency range you may use the WaveShaper module in

your synthesizer. Features: - No distortion of the original signal. - Simple and easy to use. - Wide frequency range between
-50Hz to 18kHz. - Easy to use. - 2 steps attenuation or gain for each setting. - Enables the output signal to level out to

10V/6V/0V. - Enables the output signal to be turned off ( 0V ) - The oscillator output signal is connected to the input signal
of the waveshaper. - Signal quality is preserved in the output signal. - 4 states memory for each setting, up to four setting can
be saved. - The output wave is a low level wave with a lot of musical information in it. - Does not use the sound engine. - No
latency. - Based on OSC2 output wave. Parameters: 1. The input signal (osc2) should be connected to the input signal of the

waveshaper (osc1). 2. The output signal (osc3) should be connected to the input signal of the waveshaper (osc1). 2.0.0.0-May
29th 2010 I updated the module with new wavefiles to enjoy: - Korg Wavestation - Korg Wavestation SampleDisk - Korg
Wavestation sampledisk 2001 - Korg Wavestation sample disk 2203 - Korg RD-700 - Korg RD-700 SampleDisk - Korg

RD-700 sample disk 2001 - Korg Wavestation Sampledisk 40 - Korg Wavestation Sampledisk - Korg Wavestation
SampleDisk 2203 - Korg RD-700 sample disk 2001 - Korg RD-700 sample disk - Korg RD-700 sample disk 2032 - Korg

RD-700 SampleDisk 2032 - Korg RD-700 sample disk 2001 - Korg RD-700 SampleDisk 2032 - Korg RD-700 sample disk -
Korg RD-700 sample disk - Korg RD-700 sample disk - Korg RD
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With the keymacro you can use only one color on screen. When you select the MACRO key, you can choose which color is
used. Any other key will use the other color. The keymacro is saved to the Project file. The macro key can be: A - Blue B -
Red C - Green D - Yellow E - Purple F - Pink G - Orange H - Clear / No Color Keymacro: The Keymacro is based on the

WaveRangeSelector. It is used to control how the waveshape of the wave will be. Ex.: 1: 1 waveform in the whole macrolight.
In the Project File you can see the specific Macrolight. ( the big red box) Project File: In the Project file, we have a table

with the presets of our macrolights. Macro 1 Macro 2 In each macro, you can set 1 - 4 parameters. 1. Color - Blue - The color
of the waveshape. 2. The length of the wave. Ex: 0 - 100% 3. The modulation wave. Ex: 0 - 100%. 4. Key out the wave. If
Key out is on, then the waveshape is totally out ( not echoed to other colors ). If key out is off, then the waveshape is not
totally out. If Key out is on and no Modulation wave is selected, then the modulation wave will always be there. 5. Other

Color. Ex: Rainbow. ( Select this color when Key out is off) 6. In this color, the key out is off. 7. In this color, the key out is
on. Color Length Modulation Key out Modulation Key out One button to choose the color. When the macro 1 is selected, this

color will be used. When the macro 2 is selected, this color will be used. 1. You can use any key to set the Macro 1 or 2 2.
You can set up to 4 wave macros in the project. 3. When one of the macro 1 or 2 is selected, the button on the waveform

layer will be highlighted. 4. When you change the mode in the wave shaper, the state of the button will be saved to the project
file and will 1d6a3396d6
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The result is a delay curve where the amplitude is determined by the amount value, that is a range from -9.99v to 9.99v. The
sound will sound always a little bit more noisy than if you would do the same curve with the real level in WaveOut. Important:
This module will change the sound if the level is set lower than the level out value. If the output level is set lower than -10v
and if you set the amount value to 0v the output level will be set to zero. This module will work only when sound card support
virtual output or a graphic card that supports hardware mixing. If the sound card doesn't support hardware mixing or virtual
output this module will not work. There are many sound cards that doesn't support this, but there are some solutions to
implement this in softmodded kernel. OSC Output: The sound card have to be able to send OSC signals (Digital Oscillator
Output). Check if your soundcard has this feature, if not, get a new soundcard. Here you can find a list of OSC-SoundCards.
A: Sorry for posting this late, I guess you've already solved it. But for anyone else who needs a little extra explanation, here is
how to do it. I have an Intel 2.6.33.7 distro with a Radeon HD 5770 and I wanted to do this. I started with a Sound On Sound
WavePad audition version which I downloaded from the Sound On Sound Website. Extract the archive to
C:\temp\WavePad\sos_ffhqhwrm.exe Go to C:\Temp\WavePad\sos_ffhqhwrm.exe Click "open (sos_ffhqhwrm.txt)" Click
"browse..." Click on "select" next to the path and hit enter. You can choose from "Windows" and "Unix/Linux" Select
"Windows" Click on the option "Select" then on "Ok" Now, you should be looking at the file called sos_ffhqhwrm.txt Click
"Open" and click "ok" You should now be at a command line window. Type: setenv SON_

What's New in the RH-WaveShaper?

[size=4][b]R/H WaveShaper[/b][/size] This module acts as a filter that lets you shape the waves of the incoming signal. It has
a classic Phase Inversion effect with a fast ( 48kHz ) input of about 2.5dB/octave of the input. [b]Size[/b] -   This module is a
2 x 2 filter matrix. You can choose the output from OSC1 or OSC2, to get a stereo output from this filter. If you select
OSC2, it will shape the input from the OSC2 (2nd output of the synth), and output it into OSC1 (1st output). [b]Filter
Width[/b] -     This is the extent of the filter effect. A value of 100% means the full width of the filter effect, where the
output = input. For OSC1 only, it has a dynamic length, which can be controlled with the parameter, frequency. The resulting
length of the filter is: 1.0/number [b]R- and [/b]H- values of the filter can be set independently. Also the filter has the
capabilities to be dynamically cutoff and resonance controlled. [b]Resonance and Cutoff[/b] -   These parameters control the
amount of resonance and cutoff filter, the frequency range can be changed with the range parameter. Cutoff is a value
between 0.0 and 1.0. If cutoff is higher than 0.0, more steepness is given. Resonance is a value between 0.0 and 1.0, if
resonance is higher than 0.0, more "heaviness" will be added to the wave. [b]Usability: [/b]This module makes no difference
to the sound when you only change the resonance and cutoff, or the width of the filter. The parameter, frequency is to be
used for the dynamic length of the filter. [b]Additional Information: [/b] - FFT synthesis can be used with this module. -
Time stretching is possible with this module. - Sine and triangle waves can be used as input waveform. [color=Red]Supported
Synthesizers:[color=Yellow] [b]Max for OSC1[/b] :[size=3][font=Helvetica][color=Black]
:[color=Green][b]17.9MHz[/b][/color][/color] :[color=Red] C=10, L=2[/color] [b]Max for OSC2[/b]
:[size=3][font=Helvetica][color=Black] :[color=Green][b]17.9MHz[/b
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System Requirements For RH-WaveShaper:

* Black: Requires CPU of 3.2GHz or higher * White: Requires CPU of 4.0GHz or higher * Blue: Requires CPU of 2.5GHz
or higher * Red: Requires CPU of 2.0GHz or higher * Yellow: Requires CPU of 1.6GHz or higher This is the entry-level
core. It provides minimal frame accuracy with a smooth yet fast pipeline. For gamers who need immediate action, this is the
most affordable solution. * White: Requires CPU of 4.0GHz or higher * Blue: Requires CPU
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